Under the influence:
completing the customer
journey with hospitality Wi-Fi

The rise of digital assistance
In-store tech tools have the power to help
customers progress their purchase decisions.
How popular is this ‘digital assistance’ today?

Free Wi-Fi

of hotel customers

of café customers

customers would be happy
to use free guest Wi-Fi

of hospitality
customers are more
likely to engage
with the company
website when free
Wi-Fi is oﬀered

Touchscreen displays

68%

55%

of hotel
customers

of restaurant
customers

would be happy to use touchscreen
displays to ﬁnd out more information

Self-service points

48%

48%

of restaurant
customers
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customers

would be happy to use self-service/
ordering systems

Staﬀ devices

60%

72%

55%

of café customers

of restaurant customers

of bar customers

would like staﬀ to be equipped with mobile devices
for easier ordering and information

“Yes please”
Hospitality customers love the idea
of tailored deals delivered to their
smartphones

I’d like personalised
vouchers/deals sent
directly to my smartphone while on site:
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“We’ll be back”
Oﬀering tech tools encourages
repeat visits in hospitality

I’d be more likely to make a return visit if there is:
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“What’s in it
for me?”
Why do customers want these
digital elements in hospitality?
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But trust and security are
still issues for some…
What puts people oﬀ free Wi-Fi in a hospitality venue?

44%

43%

Login requires me to
give too much info

Security
concerns

41%

36%

Login process is
too complicated

Asking for a
password is annoying

30%
Time limits for the
Wi-Fi are too short

Guest Wi-Fi and digital tech
tools bring you closer to
your customers.
Wi-Fi connectivity in venues makes it easy for
customers to progress their purchasing journey.
Tech tools supported by Wi-Fi can help
employees deliver great service too. The beneﬁts
of oﬀering interactive devices and tailored
communication through guest smartphones
include oﬀering a more streamlined and engaging
customer journey; the chance to build long-term
loyalty; and the prospect of repeat visits.

Vodat International specialises in ﬂexible, secure, cloud-based Wi-Fi
solutions. We enable hospitality vendors to make the most of their
Wi-Fi solution by securely segmenting it to oﬀer tailored guest services.
Personalised marketing communications and the data which is collected
is owned by the vendor and not shared with competitors, which is often
the case with public Wi-Fi. If you want to give your customers a safer
and more engaging experience, get in touch to ﬁnd out more.

* Vodat International surveyed 1,000 UK adults in 2017 to discover how today’s consumers are engaging with technology in hospitality venues.
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